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Abstract

Load capacity tests were conducted to determine how radial clearance variations affect the load capacity coefficient of foil air bearings. Two Generation III foil air bearings with the same design but possessing different initial radial clearances were tested at room temperature against an as-ground PS304 coated journal operating at 30000 rpm. Increases in radial clearance were accomplished by reducing the journal's outside diameter via an in-place grinding system. From each load capacity test the bearing load capacity coefficient was calculated from the rule-of-thumb (ROT) model developed for foil air bearings.

The test results indicate that, in terms of the load capacity coefficient, radial clearance has a direct impact on the performance of the foil air bearing. Each test bearing exhibited an optimum radial clearance that resulted in a maximum load capacity coefficient. Relative to this optimum value are two separate operating regimes that are governed by different modes of failure. Bearings operating with radial clearances less than the optimum exhibit load capacity coefficients that are a strong function of radial clearance and are prone to a thermal runaway failure mechanism and bearing seizure. Conversely, a bearing operating with a radial clearance twice the optimum suffered only a 20% decline in its maximum load capacity coefficient and did not experience any thermal management problems. However, it is unknown to what degree these changes in radial clearance had on other performance parameters, such as the stiffness and damping properties of the bearings.

Introduction

Compliant foil air bearings rely on an in-series arrangement of pressure forces from the self-generated hydrodynamic air film and structural elastic forces to provide support for a rotodynamic system. Since foil air bearings utilize ambient air as the lubricant they do not adhere to the same speed and temperature limitations imposed on conventional oil lubricated roller and journal bearings. In fact, they have been demonstrated operating at extreme temperatures (to 650°C) and speeds well above 3 million DN (refs. 1 and 2). Foil air bearings were first commercialized in the 1970's in air cycle machines for aircraft cabin pressurization and more advanced designs are now being researched for applications operating at high speed such as turbochargers, auxiliary power units (APU's), cryogenic turbocompressors and small gas turbine engines for power generation (refs. 3 to 5).
In 1953 a paper by Blok and VanRossum introduced the technical community to foil bearings (ref. 6). Since then a myriad of patents and research papers have been published on this subject. However, most of the papers are focused on either theoretical modeling of the bearing, results from their incorporation into specific applications and operating conditions or start-stop wear resistant coatings. Lacking is the in-depth research needed to fully understand the basic operating fundamentals uniquely inherent to foil air bearings as well as the data required to validate computer models. To put this technical deficiency into perspective, Dudley Fuller states that there are thousands of papers in the technical literature dealing with the design and performance of conventional fluid film journal bearings (ref. 7). In contrast, there is little experimental data available to help guide the design and use of foil air bearings and, without this information, future enhancements in foil bearing technology will progress slowly. It has only been during the last ten years that a small number of researchers have begun to address this problem (refs. 8 to 12).

To help foster the maturation of foil air bearing technology, research was conducted to investigate how variations in a design parameter, known as radial clearance or “sway space” by some authors, affected the performance of foil air bearings. Radial clearance can be a confusing concept, especially to people familiar with rigid fluid-film journal bearings, since a foil bearing at rest does not have a perceivable gap between the bearing’s top foil and the shaft surface. The lack of a gap is an inherent trait designed into the bearing by specifying the open diameter of the top foil smaller than the diameter of the shaft. Therefore, in a foil bearing, the term radial clearance applies to the small amount of shaft radial motion that exists in the bearing while the bearing is sitting idle. In the authors’ opinion this shaft motion is made possible from “play” that exists in the elastic support structure, such as between the top and bump foils and the bump foils and bearing shell. In addition, there may also be room for the shaft to move in small spaces created by the top foil not fully conforming to the shaft’s round surface.

Radial clearance in a shaft/foil bearing system is measured by performing a load deflection test. A schematic of the test setup is shown in figure 1a and is taken from the report by Ruscitto (ref. 13). The setup consists of the bearing, a dummy shaft with an identical diameter as in the system and a dial indicator to monitor bearing motion. The test begins with the bearing being seated on the shaft by a downward load. An upward load counteracting the downward load is then incrementally increased while concurrently recording the displacement of the shaft. When the upward load overcomes the downward load the bearing lifts off of the shaft and travels up unimpeded until the bearing again becomes seated on the shaft. The test is continued but performed in the opposite direction until the bearing travels back to its original position. An example of the complete cycle of bearing motion is illustrated by the displacement versus load curve in figure 1b. Once the curve is obtained radial clearance is determined by following a somewhat subjective procedure of marking the boundaries of low bearing stiffness on the curve, in this case with x’s, and then measuring the distance between these two points.

As mentioned in the preceding paragraph the top foil's open diameter is designed to be smaller than the diameter of the shaft. When a shaft is inserted into the bearing the top foil is expanded against the bump foils where small deformations are induced in the bump foils. The bump foils react to these deformations with elastic compression forces that push back on the top foil. Not only do these compression forces hold the top foil in contact with the shaft but they also manifest into a form of bearing preload. One of the factors that helps to define the magnitude of this preload is the amount of available radial clearance. For example, previous tests in the authors’ lab on bearings operating with oversized shafts have exhibited a number of problems, such as difficulty assembling the bearing/shaft system, excessive start-up torque and diminished maximum load capacity. These problems were attributed to the bearing being highly preloaded due to the oversized shaft expending the available radial clearance. On the other hand it has been previously reported that if the clearance is excessive the resulting low bearing preload will reduce load capacity and will also adversely affect the bearing's stiffness and damping properties. Additionally, a lightly preloaded bearing might even cause the rotating system to become unstable at the operating point of the application (ref. 14). In between these extremes lies a range of radial clearances that will enable the bearing to provide adequate performance. Determining this range, along with the sensitivity of bearing load capacity to radial clearance, is the focus of this paper.
The purpose of this work was to investigate how changes in radial clearance affect the load capacity coefficient of foil air bearings through a parametric study on two similar Generation III foil air bearings, as defined in reference 15, with different initial radial clearances (i.e., preloads). Modification to the radial clearance was accomplished by incrementally reducing the outside diameter of the mating journal using an in-place grinding system. The journal was coated with NASA PS304, a high-temperature solid lubricant coating (ref. 16). Tests were conducted at 30,000 rpm and at room temperature. Resulting bearing load capacity coefficients were based on the maximum steady-state load the bearings were capable of supporting.

Experimental Apparatus/Procedure

Foil Bearings

A sketch illustrating the design of the two Generation III foil bearings used in the tests is shown in figure 2. The bearings, labeled as AAS and ADA, are nominally 35 mm in diameter, 25 mm long (or wide) and constructed from several layers of nickel-based superalloy foils. The top foil supports the hydrodynamic gas film while the underlying foils, known as bump foils, provide the compliant support structure for the top foil. Along with the air film the bump foils define the bearing’s stiffness and also provide Coulomb damping from the frictional microsliding between the top foil and other adjacent surfaces. For a more detailed description of the bearing’s construction the reader is referred to the patent (ref. 17).

From the load deflection curves provided by the bearing manufacturer it was estimated that bearing ADA’s radial clearance was approximately 75% greater than the clearance in bearing AAS. These curves were generated using a 34.91 mm diameter dummy shaft in a load range of ± 8.9 N.

Test Journals

The test journal shown in figure 3 is nominally 35 mm in diameter, 84 mm long and made from a nickel-based superalloy. A 0.25 mm deep undercut is machined on the journal to accommodate the deposition of the PS304 solid lubricant coating. The journal has twelve equally spaced threaded holes to accommodate high-speed, in-place dynamic balancing. Changes to the bearing’s radial clearance were accomplished by altering the journal’s diameter with an in-place grinding system that used a 400 grit diamond impregnated grinding wheel rotating at 5000 rpm. Setup of the grinding hardware is shown in figure 4. The journal was spun in the same direction as the grinding wheel at 700 rpm by a small DC motor coupled to the shaft at the air turbine end of the test rig. The final surface finish of the PS304 coating was approximately Ra = 0.8um. The grinding system was left in place to facilitate future grinding intervals.

Test Apparatus/Procedure

The high-speed test rig used to conduct the tests is shown in figure 5 and is described fully in reference 18. The rig consists of a drive shaft that is supported by two hybrid ceramic ball bearings that are lubricated by oil and cooled by temperature-controlled water. An impulse turbine attached to the drive shaft is capable of generating journal rotational speeds up to 70000 rpm. Referring to figure 6, radial loading of the bearing is accomplished via a vertical cable system with one end attached to the bearing in a stirrup configuration and the other to a pneumatic load cylinder mounted below the test rig. The rod extending from the bearing loader acts as a moment arm to relay the bearing torque to a load cell.

Preparation for testing began by securing the test journal coated with the PS304 solid lubricant to the high-speed rig. The grinding system was then set in place and its alignment adjusted until the OD of the journal could be ground with a taper of 2.54 um or less over its axial length. The journal was then further ground until a size was reached that produced a slight interference fit with both bearings. A one time set of balance iterations was then performed on the rig in order to reach the test operating speed of 30000 rpm.
The procedure for performing a load capacity test on the two test bearings is as follows. After placing a bearing on the journal the rig was quickly accelerated to the test speed of 30000 rpm. This speed was held for a few minutes to thermally stabilize the test rig. Next, the speed was increased by a few thousand rpm and an initial radial load of 22N was applied to the bearing. The speed was then decreased back to 30000 rpm and held for 5 minutes while monitoring bearing speed and torque for signs of bearing failure. If failure did not occur the speed was again increased by a few thousand rpm, an additional 22N was applied, and the speed reduced back to 30000 rpm. This methodology of loading the bearing in 22 N increments with 5-minute hold periods was continued until the torque and speed output indicated that the hydrodynamic fluid-film was beginning to rupture. When failure was deemed imminent the applied load was removed and the shaft held at 30000 rpm for a few minutes followed by shut down of the rig. The highest successfully supported load was then taken as the input into the ROT model to calculate the load capacity coefficient for the bearing. The ROT model, as defined in reference 15, is written as

\[ D = \frac{W}{LD^2\Omega} \]

where:
- \( D \) is the bearing load coefficient, N/(mm^3·krpm)
- \( W \) is the maximum steady-state load that can be supported, N
- \( L \) is the bearing axial length, mm
- \( D \) is the shaft diameter, mm
- \( \Omega \) is the shaft speed in thousand rpm (krpm)

Upon completion of the first test the journal was quickly cooled to room temperature with a water mist and dried before commencing with the load capacity tests on the second bearing. After testing the second bearing the journal was allowed to cool to room temperature before removing 10 to 15 μm from the journal’s OD with the in-place grinding system. The load capacity tests were then repeated on the two bearings with the new journal size and the procedure continued until grinding removed the PS304 coating on the journal.

Discussion of Results

For rigid fluid-film journal bearings load capacity is defined as the load that causes breakdown of the fluid film and sliding contact between surfaces of the journal and shaft (ref. 18). While performing tests being presented it was discovered that light to moderately preloaded compliant foil bearings operating against a PS304 coated journal did not strictly adhere to this definition of load capacity. As shown in figure 7a when a light radial load was applied, the bearings would exhibit steady behavior in both speed and torque. Ultimately a load would be reached that caused a dramatic increase in torque and a corresponding decrease in journal speed, clear symptoms of rubbing contact and, by the above definition for a fluid-film journal bearing, the load capacity of the bearing. An example of this behavior is depicted by the humps in the torque trace and the erratic behavior of the speed in figure 7b. However, as demonstrated by the torque trace, the bearing would soon recover load support capability and operation would again be stable. Inspection of the bearing and journal revealed smooth wear marks on the bearing top foil and glossy black wear bands on the PS304 coating surface very similar to surfaces that have endured high temperature start-stop cycles. From this information it is believed that the surfaces were experiencing a fine polishing wear mechanism caused by the high-speed asperity contact between the PS304 coated shaft surface and bearing top foil. This polishing is responsible for renewed support of the applied load since it improves the surface finish of the PS304 coating and top foil by way of enabling a fully developed air film to be restored in the bearing. After making its first appearance this polishing mode continued with each subsequent increase in load until it transitioned into a more severe galling wear mechanism that would cause bearing failure (ref. 19).
The load capacity coefficients for the two test bearings are graphed in Figure 8 as a function of changes to their initial radial clearance, ΔC. The graphs are arranged such that the origin of the x-axis corresponds to the initial radial clearance measured by the load deflection test with the 34.91 mm diameter dummy shaft. Therefore, values to the right of the origin indicate an increase in the initial clearance and those on the left indicate a reduction in the initial clearance. As can be seen from the graph the load capacity coefficients for both bearings follow the same general trend with respect to changes in the radial clearance with AAS’s performance lagging behind ADA’s because of AAS’s tighter initial radial clearance. The graph also shows that there is an optimum radial clearance, C_{opt}, for each bearing that produces a maximum load capacity coefficient. With respect to these optimum clearances lie two distinct performance regimes differentiated by the modes of failure. If the change in radial clearance is normalized with respect to the optimum clearances and re-graphed, as shown in figure 9, the regimes can be better highlighted. Designated as regime I, foil bearings with clearances below the optimum were susceptible to a sudden onset of failure characterized by a rapid rise in torque and a corresponding rapid decline in shaft speed. Immediate removal of the applied load did not prevent the bearing and shaft from seizing but did allow the failure to progress without any permanent damage. Symptoms of this failure are indicative of thermal runaway caused by the high bearing preload that resulted from an insufficient amount of radial clearance in the bearing. The high preload consumes a large amount of the hydrodynamic air pressure on expansion of the top foil instead of supporting static loads. As additional load was applied to the bearing during testing the air film became thinner and frictional heating increased. Without sufficient radial clearance thermal expansion of the support structure continued to amplify the bearing preload and frictional heating until the hydrodynamic air film was overwhelmed and the bearing seized. The plausible explanation for this phenomenon is given by DellaCorte (ref. 1) who suggests that foil bearing preload mimics an interference fit with the shaft. Since the bearing and shaft are made from the same material they have the same coefficient of thermal expansion and, as the temperature increases, so does the interference (preload) resulting in thermal runaway. A foil air bearing operating under these conditions would require passing cooling air axially through the bearing in order to remove the excess heat.

Located in regime II foil bearings operating with radial clearances greater than their optimum exhibited a failure mode quite different than if the bearings were highly preloaded as described above. When the maximum load capacity coefficient of the bearing was approached the bearing torque and shaft speed would begin to act erratically thereby giving ample warning of impending failure. Bearing seizure due to thermal runaway was not a concern because there was enough radial clearance to accommodate the tightening of the interference fit due to thermal expansion of the bearing and journal. The graph also indicates that at a certain point the load capacity coefficients for both bearings leveled off even with increasing changes in the radial clearance. In fact, bearing ADA still retained about 80% of its maximum load capacity coefficient when operating with a radial clearance twice as much as the optimum. The insensitivity of the load capacity coefficient to radial clearance changes may be an indication that the bearing’s minimum preload was reached since additional grinding had no effect, at least in the range tested.

These results point to the importance of careful bearing design for the successful operation of high-temperature, high-speed turbomachinery. Special attention should be given to the environmental and operational changes expected in a bearing/shaft system since temperature, centrifugal, and hydrodynamic effects can all impact radial clearance. Otherwise, the bearing/shaft system may behave well under one operating condition but fail under another.

In terms of load support, the results suggest that it might be possible to expand the specified tolerances on some shafting systems for foil bearings since a slightly undersized shaft will not be relinquishing a great deal of performance. If this is the case, the chances for thermal runaway will be reduced along with lower manufacturing costs.
It is important for the reader to also understand that load capacity is not the only operating parameter that is influenced by radial clearance. At least two others, stiffness and damping, are characteristics that must be considered since they have a direct correlation to the rotordynamic stability of the supported shaft system. For example, greater clearances may alleviate thermal runaway concerns but the resulting increase in fluid film thickness will reduce the bearing’s stiffness. Also, structural damping will be adversely affected since shaft motion is restricted to the soft air film instead of being transmitted to the support structure where Coulomb damping occurs. Therefore, in order to understand these issues, additional research is needed that will focus on the relationship between radial clearance and the stiffness and damping properties of foil bearings.

**Concluding Remarks**

The results presented herein indicate that radial clearance has a dramatic effect on the load capacity coefficient of foil bearings. The two Generation III bearings tested exhibited their own optimal radial clearance that produced maximum load capacity coefficients. Relative to the optimum were two distinct regimes that were identified. Bearings operating with radial clearances below the optimum were classified as being highly preloaded and suffered from a thermal runaway and low load capacity coefficients. Conversely, bearings with radial clearances larger than the optimum were lightly preloaded and exhibited a decrease in the maximum load capacity coefficient of 20% or less without any thermal issues. The work presented in this paper is expected to aid in the design and integration of foil air bearing technology into high speed, high temperature turbomachinery applications.
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Figure 1a.—Schematic of the setup used to conduct a load deflection test on a foil air bearing.

Figure 1b.—Resulting plot of bearing displacement versus load from performing a load deflection test on a foil air bearing. Radial clearance is determined from measuring the distance between the x’s.
Figure 2.—Drawing of a Generation III foil air bearing.

Figure 3.—Schematic of the test journal for the high-temperature, high-speed foil air bearing test rig. Measurements in millimeters.
Figure 4.—Setup of the in-place grinding system.
Figure 5.—Front and side views of the high-temperature, high-speed foil bearing test rig.

Figure 6.—Drawing of the pneumatic loading mechanism and the torque measurement system.
Figure 7.—Journal speed and bearing torque traces during an increase in applied load. (a) No indication of asperity contact. (b) High-speed polishing due to asperity contact between PS304 coating and bearing top foil.
Figure 8.—Variation of the load capacity coefficient of the two test bearings plotted as a function of radial clearance.
Figure 9.—Load capacity coefficients of the two test bearings versus radial clearance normalized with respect to the optimum. The two different failure regimes are shown.
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